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Reviewer's report:

General
The scientific content and clarity of the manuscript has been improved considerably from the original version. I also note that the authors have sought editorial assistance, but the English still requires a little more attention (e.g. concluding statement in abstract etc). Perhaps the journal will attend to this now? In particular, the authors use the word advice when they mean advise. They also use rush instead of rash in places and say "have belief" when they mean believe.

Also, I think only the frequencies and valid % should be presented in the tables as presenting two % values may be confusing for the readership. As intimated in my earlier correspondence, the number of non-respondents could be noted in footnotes below the tables and by providing n values for respondents at the top of each column.

After undertaking these minor revisions, I think the manuscript should be of an acceptable standard.
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Major Compulsory Revisions (that the author must respond to before a decision on publication can be reached)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Minor Essential Revisions (such as missing labels on figures, or the wrong use of a term, which the author can be trusted to correct)
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Discretionary Revisions (which the author can choose to ignore)